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Abstract — In sensing and common computing ad hoc low-

power wireless networks are an exciting research direction. 

Earlier security scheme in this area has focused mainly on 

denial of communication at the routing or medium access 

control levels. This paper redefines resource depletion attacks 

at the routing protocol layer. This attack permanently 

disables networks by quickly draining nodes’ battery power. 

These “Vampire” attacks are not specific to any specific 

protocol, but depend on the properties of many popular 

classes of routing protocols. We discussed all protocols are 

susceptible to Vampire attacks, which are dangerous, difficult 

to detect, and are very easy to carry out using very few such 

as one malicious insider sending only protocol-compliant 

messages. With this, a single Vampire can increase network-

wide energy usage by a factor of O(N), here N in the number 

of network nodes in the network. Proposed algorithm finds 

the solution for carousal attack and stretch attack to achieve 

better security. Also trust based energy efficient technique is 

adopted to keep network active in vampire attack, it also help 

to detect and avoid malicious nodes in the routing phase  

Key words—Denial of service, security, routing, ad-hoc 

networks, Sensor networks, wireless network. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Ad hoc wireless sensor networks introduces exciting 

schemes in the future, such as all consumed on-demand 

computing power, continuous connectivity, quick 

deployable communication for military and first 

responders. These kinds of networks already monitor 

environmental conditions, factory performance, and 

malicious nodes’ group deployment, to name a few 

applications. Now a days WSNs become more critical to 

the everyday functioning of people and organizations, also 

availability faults become less tolerable— unavailability 

can make the difference between business and lost 

productivity, power outcome, environmental crises, and 

lost lives; so high availability of these networks is an 

important property, and should hold even under critical 

conditions. Because of their ad hoc organization wireless 

ad hoc networks are specifically resistant to denial of 

service (DoS) attacks. 

A wireless sensor network (WSN) of spatially 

distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or 

environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound, 

pressure, etc. and to cooperatively pass their data through 

the network to a main location. The more modern networks 

are bi-directional, also enabling control of sensor activity. 

The development of wireless sensor networks was 

motivated by military applications such as battlefield 

surveillance; today such networks are used in many 

industrial and consumer applications. . Such networks 

already monitor environmental conditions, factory 

performance, and troop deployment, to name a few 

applications. As WSNs become more and more crucial to 

the everyday functioning of people and organizations, 

availability faults become less tolerable—lack of 

availability can make the difference between business as 

usual and lost productivity, power outages, environmental 

disasters, and even lost lives; thus high availability of these 

networks is a critical property, and should hold even under 

malicious conditions. Due to their ad hoc organization, 

wireless ad hoc networks are particularly vulnerable to 

denial of service (DoS) attacks, and a great deal of research 

has been done to enhance survivability.  

 

While these schemes can prevent attacks on the short-

term availability of a network, they do not address attacks 

that affect long-term availability—the most permanent 

denial of service attack is to entirely deplete nodes’ 

batteries. This is an instance of a resource depletion attack, 

with battery power as the resource of interest. In this paper, 

we consider how routing protocols, even those designed to 

be secure, lack protection from these attacks, which we call 

Vampire attacks, since they drain the life from networks 

nodes.  

Vampire attacks are not protocol-specific, in that they 

do not rely on design properties or implementation faults of 

particular routing protocols, but rather exploit general 

properties of protocol classes such as link-state, distance-

vector, source routing and geographic and beacon routing. 

Neither do these attacks rely on flooding the network with 

large amounts of data, but rather try to transmit as little 

data as possible to achieve the largest energy drain, 
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preventing a rate limiting solution. Since Vampires use 

protocol-compliant messages, these attacks are very 

difficult to detect and prevent.  

We define a Vampire attack as the composition and 

transmission of a message that causes more energy to be 

consumed by the network than if an honest node 

transmitted a message of identical size to the same 

destination, although using different packet headers. We 

measure the strength of the attack by the ratio of network 

energy used in the benign case to the energy used in the 

malicious case, i.e., the ratio of network-wide power 

utilization with malicious nodes present to energy usage 

with only honest nodes when the number and size of 

packets sent remains constant.  

 A. Protocols And Assumptions 

The routing protocols such as link-state, distance-vector, 

source routing and geographic and beacon routing 

protocols, as well as a logical ID-based sensor network 

routing protocol proposed by Parno et al. all can be 

affected by Vampire attacks.   

      All routing protocols employ at least one topology 

discovery period, since ad hoc deployment implies no prior 

position knowledge. Limiting ourselves to immutable but 

dynamically organized topologies, as in most wireless 

sensor networks, we further differentiate on-demand 

routing protocols, where topology discovery is done at 

transmission time, and static protocols, where topology is 

discovered during an initial setup phase, with periodic 

rediscovery to handle rare topology changes. Our adver-

saries are malicious insiders and have the same resources 

and level of network access as honest nodes. Furthermore, 

adversary location within the network is assumed to be 

fixed and random, as if an adversary corrupts a number of 

honest nodes before the network was deployed, and cannot 

control their final positions. Note that this is far from the 

strongest adversary model; rather this configuration 

represents the average expected damage from Vampire 

attacks. Intelligent adversary placement or dynamic node 

compromise would make attacks far more damaging.  

While for the rest of this paper we will assume that a 

node is permanently disabled once its battery power is 

exhausted, let us briefly consider nodes that recharge their 

batteries in the field, using either continuous charging or 

switching between active and recharge cycles. In the 

continuous charging case, power-draining attacks would be 

effective only if the adversary is able to consume power at 

least as fast as nodes can recharge.  

Assuming that packet processing drains at least as 

much energy from the victims as from the attacker, a 

continuously recharging adversary can keep at least one 

node permanently disabled at the cost of its own 

functionality. However, recall that sending any packet 

automatically constitutes amplification, allowing few 

Vampires to attack many honest nodes. We will show later 

that a single Vampire may attack every network node 

simultaneously, meaning that continuous recharging does 

not help unless Vampires are more resource constrained 

than honest nodes. Dual-cycle networks (with mandatory 

sleep and awake periods) are equally vulnerable to 

Vampires during active duty as long as the Vampire’s cycle 

switching is in sync with other nodes. Vampire attacks may 

be weakened by using groups of nodes with staggered 

cycles: only active-duty nodes are vulnerable while the 

Vampire is active; nodes are safe while the Vampire sleeps. 

However, this defence is only effective when duty cycle 

groups outnumber Vampires, since it only takes one 

Vampire per group to carry out the attack.  

B. Overview 

    In the remainder of this paper, we present a series of 

increasingly damaging Vampire attacks, evaluate the 

vulnerability of several example protocols, and suggest 

how to improve resilience. In source routing protocols, we 

show how a malicious packet source can specify paths 

through the network which are far longer than optimal, 

wasting energy at intermediate nodes that forward the 

packet based on the included source route. In routing 

schemes, where forwarding decisions are made 

independently by each node (as opposed to specified by the 

source), we suggest how directional antenna and worm-

hole attacks [30] can be used to deliver packets to multiple 

remote network positions, forcing packet processing at 

nodes that would not normally receive that packet at all, 

and thus increasing network-wide energy expenditure.  

 In our first attack, an adversary composes packets with 

purposely introduced routing loops. We call it the carousel 

attack, since it sends packets in circles as shown in Fig. 1a. 

It targets source routing protocols by exploiting the limited 

verification of message headers at forwarding nodes, 

allowing a single packet to repeatedly traverse the same set 

of nodes. Brief mentions of this attack can be found in 

other literature [10], but neither intuition for defence nor 

any evaluation is provided. In our second attack, also 

targeting source routing, an adversary constructs artificially 

long routes, potentially traversing every node in the net-

work. We call this the stretch attack, since it increases 

packet path lengths, causing packets to be processed by a 

number of nodes that is independent of hop count along the 

shortest path between the adversary and packet destination. 

An example is illustrated in Fig. 1b.  

 

Fig. 1a) True route would exit the loop immediately from node E to sink, 
but an attack packet makes its way around the loop twice more before 

exiting. 

  

Fig. 1b) True route is dotted while attacked route is dashed 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 In this section, we will see the some of the related 

works to the intrusion detection of vampire in the wireless 

ad hoc networks using different approaches. A very early 

mention of power exhaustion can be found in, as “sleep 

deprivation torture.” As per the name, the proposed attack 

prevents nodes from vampire attack. 

Here shows that destination sequence distant vector a 

proactive network routing protocol can be modified to 

provably resist Vampire attacks during the packet 

forwarding phase. Even though the existing DSDV is 

designed to overcome routing loop problems, it is still not a 

feasible method for efficient packet transmission, as the 

protocol is proactive which utilizes more battery power and 

bandwidth. M-DSDV consists of a topology discovery 

phase, followed by a topology maintenance phase [1]. The 

source address and destination address are the internet 

protocol addresses, the sequence number is used to 

differentiate new routes from stale routes, the next hop and 

metric is a local counter maintained separately by each 

node and incremented each time a RReq is broadcasted, the 

index number is initialized to zero, is used to keep track of 

the loops the packet has made and the final time to live 

field is used as a clock which increments whenever a RReq 

packet is sent. 

This paper explores resource depletion attacks at the 

routing protocol layer, which permanently disable networks 

by quickly draining nodes’ battery power. These 

“Vampire” attacks are not specific to any specific protocol, 

but rather rely on the properties of many popular classes of 

routing protocols [2]. We find that all examined protocols 

are susceptible to Vampire attacks, which are devastating, 

difficult to detect, and are easy to carry out using as few as 

one malicious insider sending only protocolcompliant 

messages. 

         Entering a low-power sleep cycle, and thus depletes 

their batteries faster. Newer research on “denial-of-sleep” 

only considers attacks at the MAC layer Additional work 

mentions resource exhaustion at the MAC and transport 

layer but only offers rate limiting and elimination of insider 

adversaries as potential solutions. Malicious cycles (routing 

loops) have been briefly mentioned [10] but no effective 

defences are discussed other than increasing efficiency of 

the underlying MAC and routing protocols or switching 

away from source routing.  

 There is also significant past literature on attacks and 

defences against quality of service (QoS) degradation, or 

RoQ attacks, that produce long-term degradation in net-

work performance [23], [26]. The focus of this work is on 

the transport layer rather than routing protocols, so these 

defences are not applicable. Moreover, since Vampires do 

not drop packets, the quality of the malicious path itself 

may remain high (although with increased latency).  

 Other work on denial of service in ad hoc wireless 

networks has primarily dealt with adversaries who prevent 

route setup, disrupt communication, or preferentially 

establish routes through themselves to drop, manipulate, or 

monitor packets [14], [28], [29]. The effect of denial or 

degradation of service on battery life and other finite node 

resources has not generally been a security consideration, 

making our work tangential to the research mentioned 

above. Protocols that define security in terms of path 

discovery success, ensuring that only valid network paths 

are found, cannot protect against Vampire attacks, since 

Vampires do not use or return illegal routes or prevent 

communication in the short term.  

 Current work in minimal-energy routing, which aims 

to increase the lifetime of power-constrained networks by 

using less energy to transmit and receive packets (e.g., by 

minimizing wireless transmission distance) [11], [15], [19] 

is likewise orthogonal: these protocols focus on 

cooperative nodes and not malicious scenarios  

 Additional on power-conserving MAC, upper layer 

protocols, and cross-layer cooperation [24] However, 

Vampires will increase energy usage even in minimal-

energy routing scenarios and when power-conserving MAC 

protocols are used; these attacks cannot be prevented at the 

MAC layer or through cross-layer feedback. Attackers will 

produce packets which traverse more hops than necessary, 

so even if nodes spend the minimum required energy to 

transmit packets, each packet is still more expensive to 

transmit in the presence of Vampires. Our work can be 

thought of attack-resistant minimal-energy routing, where 

the adversary’s goal includes decreasing energy savings.  

 Deng et al. discuss path-based DoS attacks and 

defences in [13], including using one-way hash chains to 

limit the number of packets sent by a given node, limiting 

the rate at which nodes can transmit packets. While this 

strategy may protect against traditional DoS, where the 

malefactor overwhelms honest nodes with large amounts of 

data, it does not protect against “intelligent” adversaries 

who use a small number of packets or do not originate 

packets at all. As an example of the latter, Aad et al. show 

how protocol-compliant malicious intermediaries using 

intelligent packet-dropping strategies can significantly 

degrade performance of TCP streams traversing those 

nodes. Our adversaries are also protocol compliant in the 

sense that they use well-formed routing protocol messages. 

However, they either produce messages when honest nodes 

would not, or send packets with protocol headers different 

from what an honest node would produce in the same 

situation.  

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 In this section, we show that a clean-slate secure 

sensor network routing protocol by Parno et al. (“PLGP” 

from here on)  can be modified to provably resist Vampire 

attacks during the packet forwarding phase. The original 

version of the protocol, although designed for security, is 

vulnerable to Vampire attacks.  

 In PLGP, forwarding nodes do not know what path a 

packet took, allowing adversaries to divert packets to any 

part of the network, even if that area is logically further 

away from the destination than the malicious node. This 

makes PLGP vulnerable to Vampire attacks. Consider for 

instance the now-familiar directional antenna attack: a 

receiving honest node may be farther away from the packet 

destination than the malicious forwarding node, but the 

honest node has no way to tell that the packet it just 
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received is moving away from the destination; the only 

information available to the honest node is its own address 

and the packet destination address, but not the address of 

the previous hop (who can lie). Thus, the Vampire can 

move a packet away from its destination without being 

detected.  

A. Security Against Vampire Attacks:  

 Here, we modify the forwarding phase of PLGP to 

provably avoid the above-mentioned attacks. First we 

introduce the no-backtracking property, satisfied for a 

given packet if and only if it consistently makes progress 

toward its destination in the logical network address space  

B. Detection And Mitigation Of Vampire Attacks  

 As the paper has now clearly illustrated the way in 

which Vampire attacks develop in a network and its 

devastating effects on the network. We are now in position 

to now design a mechanism or technique by which we can 

minimize this effect such attack. In a WSN network when 

packet of message is sent from source node (sender) to sink 

node (receiver), it is forwarded by intermediate nodes 

present in the network and this carries flow continues till it 

reaches the sink node. In the proposed system we overcome 

the Vampire attack by performing various validation that 

ensures that packets doesn't go into infinite loop causing 

drainage of battery and crashing of network. For validation 

we define function Secure_packet_forward (p).  

Secure_packet_forward (p)  

1) S← extract _source_add (p);  

2) a← extract_attestation (p);  

3) c←closest_ next_ hop (s);  

4) for each node that sends packet  

5) if attestation (a) verification fails  

6) Drop packet (p)  

7) Else // if matches  

8) Retrieves next hop info to the requested node in the 

selected shortest path  

9) Return the c← closest next hop IP/Port number to 

requesting node  

10) Forward packet (p) to node (c)  

        The resulting protocol, PLGP with attestations 

(PLGPa) uses this packet history so every node can 

securely verify progress, preventing any significant 

adversarial influence on the path taken by any packet 

which traverses at least one honest node. Whenever node n 

forwards packet p, it this by attaching a nonreplayable 

attestation (signature). These signatures form a chain 

attached to every packet, allowing any node receiving it to 

validate its path. Every forwarding node verifies the 

attestation chain to ensure that the packet has never 

travelled away from its destination in the logical address 

space.  

C. PLGPa Concept In IDS  

 This PLGPa concept we use it in IDS: An intrusion 

detection system (IDS) is a device or software application 

that monitors network or system activities for malicious 

activities or policy violations and produces reports.  

 In the above algorithm when IDS receives any 

request packet from any node it calculates the shortest path 

between the sender and destination and it checks i)the 

attestation of packet ie source and destination address and 

signature chain and ii) is the node logically closer to the 

destination than the previous node in the chain.  

 This way IDS can enforce the forward progress a of 

packet, then IDS transmits the next closest hop IP address 

and port number in the shortest path to the requested node 

if the attestation were valid otherwise it discards the packet 

at the node itself to mitigate the vampire attacks.  

IV. AODV NETWORK ROUTING 

 In this section, we show that Ad hoc On-Demand 

Distance Vector a reactive network routing protocol. 

AODV network routing is a routing protocol for mobile ad 

hoc networks (MANETs) and other wireless ad hoc 

networks. It can be modified to provably resist vampire 

attacks during the packet forwarding phase. Even though 

the existing DSDV is designed to overcome routing loop 

problems, it is still not a feasible method for efficient 

packet transmission, as the protocol is proactive which 

utilizes more battery power and bandwidth.  AODV 

consists of routes established On-demand connection is 

low. Thus, when a link fails, a routing error is passed back 

to a transmitting node and process repeats. When a source 

node S, wants to send a data packet to destination D, first 

constructs and broadcasts a route request packet consisting 

of (source address, destination address, sequence number, 

next hop, metric, index number and time to live) fields. The 

source address and destination address are the internet 

protocol addresses, the sequence number is used to 

differentiate new routes from stale routes, the next hop and 

metric is a local counter maintained separately by each 

node and incremented each time a RReq is broadcasted, the 

index number is initialized to zero, is used to keep track 

ofthe loops the packet has made and the final time to live 

field is used as a clock which increments whenever a RReq 

packet is sent. AODV works only when a data is delivered 

from source node S, wants to send data packet to 

destination  D. It maintains the route to destination D.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

        Our proposed technique in this paper, address the 

properties of routing protocol attacks in the wireless ad hoc 

networks In order to overcome the vampire or malicious 

attacks in WSN, the information transmission is carried in 

the trusted path of the networks. Our proposed technique 

addresses the vampire attacks in the wireless ad hoc 

networks when compared to the existing approaches. In the 

vampire attack, the two types of attacks may arisen the 

entire networks into collapse, total energy consumption 

level increases, and allocates long routing path and so on. 

And the two types of attacks are: In the Carousel attack, 

attackers introduce some packet within a route tranquil as a 

sequence of loops, such that the same node appears in the 

route of communication many times and the other attack is 

stretch attack also targeting resource steering, attackers 

construct falsely long routes, potentially traversing every 

node in the network. And also stretch attack, increases 

packet lane length, causing packets to be processed by a 

number of nodes that is self-governing of hop count down 

the straight path stuck between the challenger and packet 
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target. This attack increases the routing length and delay 

very much in the networks and also inadequate by the 

number of allowable entries in the resource route. In this 

paper we also proposed new technique to detect the 

misbehaviour nodes in the wireless ad hoc networks. Our 

experimental result showed that our proposed novel 

technique works efficiently when compared to previous 

methods.  
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